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Learn Java for Android DevelopmentApress, 2013

	Android development is hot, and many programmers are interested in joining the fun. However, because this technology is based on Java, you should first obtain a solid grasp of the Java language and its foundational APIs to improve your chances of succeeding as an Android app developer. After all, you will be busy learning the architecture of...
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MATLAB Linear AlgebraApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...
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BDD in Action: Behavior-driven development for the whole software lifecycleManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		BDD in Action teaches you the Behavior-Driven Development model and shows you how to integrate it into your existing development process. First you'll learn how to apply BDD to requirements analysis to define features that focus your development efforts on underlying business goals. Then,...
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Hadoop in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Hadoop in Practice, Second Edition provides over 100 tested, instantly useful techniques that will help you conquer big data, using Hadoop. This revised new edition covers changes and new features in the Hadoop core architecture, including MapReduce 2. Brand new chapters cover YARN and integrating...
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Hadoop MapReduce v2 Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Explore the Hadoop MapReduce v2 ecosystem to gain insights from very large datasets


	About This Book

	
		Process large and complex datasets using next generation Hadoop
	
		Install, configure, and administer MapReduce programs and learn what's new in MapReduce v2
	
		More than 90...
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The Joy of ClojureManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		The Joy of Clojure, Second Edition is a deep look at the Clojure language. Fully updated for Clojure 1.6, this new edition goes beyond just syntax to show you the "why" of Clojure and how to write fluent Clojure code. You'll learn functional and declarative approaches to programming...
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Test-Driven Java Development - Second Edition: Invoke TDD principles for end-to-end application developmentPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book will teach the concepts of test driven development in Java so you can build clean, maintainable and robust code

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the most popular TDD tools and frameworks and become more proficient in building applications
	
			Create applications with better code...
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HTML & XHTML : The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000

	HTML is changing so fast it's almost impossible to keep up with developments. XHTML is HTML 4.0 rewritten in XML; it provides the precision of XML while retaining the flexibility of HTML. HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide, 4th Edition, brings it all together. It's the most comprehensive book available on HTML and XHTML...
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Building Parsers With JavaAddison Wesley, 2001
Parser building is a powerful programming technique that opens a world of opportunity for designing how users interact with applications. By creating mini-languages, you can precisely address the requirements of your application development domain. Writing your own parsers empowers you to access a database more effectively than SQL to efficiently...
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LDAP Programming, Management, and IntegrationManning Publications, 2002
Focusing on the practical application of the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol, this tutorial is geared toward IS professionals and software developers who are responsible for getting the maximum potential from their directories by integrating them with existing processes and applications. As the Internet standard for directory services, LDAP...
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Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
The PHP language and PostgreSQL database server have long offered an ideal blend of practicality and power for both the novice and experienced programmer alike. Yet the continued evolution of both technologies makes them better suited to drive enterprise-class applications than ever before. In Beginning PHP and PostgreSQL E-Commerce: From...
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Patterns for Parallel Programming (Software Patterns Series)Addison Wesley, 2004

The Parallel Programming Guide for Every Software Developer


From grids and clusters to next-generation game consoles, parallel computing is going mainstream. Innovations such as Hyper-Threading Technology, HyperTransport Technology, and multicore microprocessors from IBM, Intel, and Sun are accelerating the...
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